
The Talpa FSR 

Until now, Schwalm has brought two sewer rehab robots
onto the market:
the Talpa FSR 1330 and the Talpa FSR 2060.

Both robots were developed for the rehabilitation of 
main pipes and lateral connections. The building principle: 
a remote-controlled carriage, a free moving work arm with 
tool holder, supply lines for robot control and variable tool 
VWLYH[PVU��)V[O�YVIV[Z�HYL�Ä[[LK�^P[O�OPNO�WLYMVYTHUJL�
cameras. With the small Talpa FSR 1330, main pipes
from 130 to 300 mm inner diameters can be accessed. 
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diameters from 200 to 600 mm.
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Contact

Schwalm Robotic GmbH 
Industriestraße 16
36251 Bad Hersfeld 
Germany
Phone: +49 6621 79578-0
E-Mail:
info@schwalm-robotic.de
Website:
www.schwalm-robotic.de

Talpa FSR 1330

Talpa FSR 2060

Systems for trenchless partial sewer rehabilitation
The product range includes sewer rehabilitation robots, 
HutlinerPacker® (Lateral Connection Packers) and sewer rehab vehicles. In addition, 
there is an extensive range of accessories for sewer renovation.

Scan the QR code to see our 
whole RANGE OF PRODUCTS.
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SEWER REHABILITATION VEHICLES 

HUTLINERPACKER® + RUBBER HATS 

HutlinerPacker® (Lateral Connection Packers) HYL�PUÅH[HISL�
hollow bodies made of rubber and stainless steel, with a side 
mounted protrusion, the rubber hat.

These special devices developed by Schwalm serve to 
JVTWYLZZ�HY[PÄJPHS�YLZPU�ZVHRLK�ZOVY[SPULYZ�VU[V�Ä[[PUNZ�
HUK�JYHJRZ�PU�[OL�THPU�WPWLZ�HUK�OH[�WYVÄSLZ�PU�JVUULJ[PVU�
integrations.
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Rubber hats are highly elastic rubber bubbles, with which 
HY[PÄJPHS�YLZPU�OH[�WYVÄSLZ�JHU�IL�TV\U[LK�VU[V�SH[LYHS�
JVUULJ[PVUZ��9\IILY�OH[Z�HYL�Ä[[LK�^P[O�H�\UP]LYZHS�[OYLHK��
and can be screwed onto the HutlinerPacker® in just a few 
turns.

The system relevant consumables are available from
Schwalm Robotic GmbH, and can be found on the website.

7YLTP\T�[LJOUVSVN`�^P[O�PUKP]PK\HS�Ä[[PUN�KL[HPSZ

The sewer rehab vehicles by Schwalm are custom-manufactured 
according to the customer‘s wishes. We only install system 
components and units from renowned manufacturers. According 
to the space available, the usable area is divided into workshop, 
operator room, WC and washing facilities. The 
centerpiece of a Schwalm sewer rehab vehicle is the 
workshop with sewer rehab robots, HutlinerPacker®, tool and 
material magazine.
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